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Abstract 

In 2006, Lord Prof. Momtchil Dobrev and Prof. Mariola Garibova-Dobreva developed the Theory of Social 

Human Genocide", which theory proves the plans and actions of the deep mafia to reduce the population of 

the Earth. Theory and practice of The Tunnel-Spiral-Centrifuge of Human Genocide is a part of the "Theory 

of Social Human Genocide". 
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1. Introduction 

In the year 2006, Lord Prof. Momtchil Dobrev and Prof. Mariola Garibova-Dobreva developed the Theory of 

Social Human Genocide", which theory proves the plans and actions of the deep mafia to reduce the 

population of the Earth, make people sick, deprive people of a health system, an education system with the 

ultimate goal of governance mind control of people. In 2006, Prof. Momtchil Dobrev and Prof. Mariola 

Garibova- Dobreva created Theory and Practice of Creating and Managing Fear. 
 

In 2020, when the Covid-19 pandemic occurred, the deep mafia's overall system for imposing a new normality 

and accordingly a New World Order shows a precise and clear system of manipulation, genocide against man 

and the population worldwide with the ultimate goal of Imposing a New Normality a new world order. This is 

exactly what this article is about The System of Human Genocide applied to the example of Covid-19 which 

includes the relevant elements. 
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In this paper, we made the difference between the prince Lord Prof. Momtchil Dobrev and Princess Lady 

Prof. Mariola Garibova-Dobreva's "Theory and Practice of the Tunnel-Spiral-Centrifuge of Human Genocide" 

part of "Theory of Social Human Genocide" and the Overton Window and the adventages of the "Theory and 

Practice of the Tunnel-Spiral-Centrifuge of Human Genocide" for describing the purpose and and the 

activities in the Pandemic Covid-19. 

 

1.1 Introduction to the Problem 

The Covid 19 pandemic and the behavior of institutions and governments. This is actually the new world 

order with precisely defined principles and ways of governing. This type of governance makes it impossible 

for a country, union or group of countries to develop normally, develop their democracies and have 

democratic administrations. This creates not only crises, but also irreversible processes of ruin and destruction 

of entire nations, peoples, worlds, states, unions. 

 

2. Research Methods 

Research methods of this imposed genocide, following the analyzes of the orders of WHO governments, 

pharmaceutical companies, scientific institutions, scientific workers, scientists, doctors, immunologists are the 

following: 

- Analysis of measures imposed by governments 

- Analysis of the behavior of governments 

- Analysis of the entire process of the pandemic 

- Analysis of steps and measures in this process 

- Analysis of the pandemic situation. 

 

3. Results and Consequences of the Pandemic Covid 19- brief description 

Worldwide Biological Warfare 2019 - the global masonic mafia elite and the deep state. 

With the implementation of bio-, psycho-, socio-sabotage, with the name Covid-19. 

The scheme aims to: 

- Consciously economical 

- Psychological 

- Military 

- Scheme to reduce world population 

- Scheme to destroy businesses 

- Business bankruptcy scheme 

- A scheme to buy certain businesses worthless. 

- Business takeover scheme 
 

Goals And Achievement: 

- the digital economy, 

- digital money, 

- digital medicine, 

- digital education system, 

- digital justice system. 

- digital social system 

- digital credit system for 24 knotrol 

- digital biometric surveillance, controlling, sanctioning this 

Plan must be completed by 31.03.2025. these are actually 25 projects that must be realized and implemented 

in the first phase of the program. 
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As a result of the pandemic, the following social and societal effects are achieved: 

- causing loneliness 

- change in communication 

- confusion of good boundaries, of boundaries towards partners, loved ones, relatives 

- changing the meaning of life and how, if and what kind of trace a person leaves a trace of himself 

- collapse of the education system 

- killing the national achievements of democracy 

- ruin of the social system 

- disappearance of tolerance for others 

- disappearance of respect for others 

- disappearance of attention to others 

- polarization of society 

- destruction of national values 

- destruction of national culture 

- destruction of the sense of rights and freedoms 

- destruction of the middle class 

- increase in poverty 

- increase in begging 

- disappearance of the ability to think critically 

- increase in closedness, oppression, dependence, the feeling of slavery and dependence on the decisions and 

actions of the rulers 

- turning your back on real facts and evidence 

- dependence on propaganda 

- addiction to propagandized fear and stress 

- increase in mental illness 

- increase in drug abuse 

- increase in homelessness 

- increase in the unemployed 

- increase in malnourished people 

- increase in malignant incurable diseases 

- increase in theft 

- increase in crime 

- increase in murders 

- increase in bankruptcies of companies 

- decrease in life expectancy 

 

193 UN member states are ordered to close their countries from January 2020. This order comes from the US, 

from the World Health Organization, and from the World Economic Forum, from the Bill Gates Foundation. 

In reality, millions of people lost their jobs. 

Millions of people lost their life savings. 

Millions of people were left without funds to pay their monthly expenses. 

Millions of people were left without the means to live, to pay for themselves and their families. 

Millions of people lost the idea of a future. 

Millions of people fell into the poor category. 

Millions of people have already gone to the unemployment column, 

Millions of companies declared bankruptcy. 

Where there was a middle class, it actually passed to the group of the poor. 

Millions of people have self-isolated. 
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Millions of people fell into fear, hysteria. 

Millions of people were deprived of their livelihood. 

Millions of people were deprived of the security they had created for themselves. 

Millions of people were deprived of their freedom. 

Millions of people were out of business. 

Millions of people have been social distancing. 

Millions of people distanced themselves as families. 

Millions of people have fallen into the realm of family conflicts. 

Millions of businesses closed their doors. 

Millions of people have isolated themselves from the environment, from their families, from their work, from 

society. 

George Orwell's prophetic manifesto in the book 1984. 

There are facts about a real-world dictatorship of the global Oligarchy. 

There are social, moral, ethical, civil, legal repressions. 

Thoughts and statements about the imposition of concentration camps for vaccination refusal are actually 

appearing. 

This situation is legitimized as the social system of the future. 

In reality, everything is built on the basis of exploitation and real deception. 

Voices are actually being heard that Covid is a punishment for people's sins. 

As of 2011, Pentagon scientists have successfully attempted to combine viruses and create a superspecies that 

is fast, lightning fast, aggressive, persistent, elusive. 

This bio-engineering became available in 2014. Because of these protests, Dr. Antona Fauci is moving the 

activity to the Chinese city of Wuhan. 

Naturally, not for free, but by paying and transferring 3.7 million US dollars along with full documentation. 

2011 then-President Barack Obama publicly announced his prediction of 60 million victims of a total and 

global pandemic, which then did not happen. Apparently, however, this has been prepared for a long time. 

Millions of people are under stress. 

Millions of people are put in fear 

Millions of people are panicking. 

Millions of people are subjected to subjugation. 

There really is a conspiracy against all of humanity. 

2010 the chicken flu option is being tried. 

In 2014 in Los Angeles, 64 patients die, vaccinated against an obscure virus, about which there is no 

information and everything is classified. 

Since 2010, Bill Gates' doctrine of global vaccination has been enforced and spread. 

The elements of a biodictatorship are present. 

And with certain frequencies, control over human consciousness can be achieved, and the person can be 

placed under continuous remote control. 

The state imposes a paranormal obedience on people. 

Social and moral deformations occur among people. 

There is a process of zombification by the media, which are close to the rulers. 

People swallow all the possible and impossible totalitarian orders of the oligarchic dictatorship. 

At the same time, public finances are drained through and under the so-called "emergency measures". 

In reality, the middle class of every country is ruined. 

It takes place through the state and the rulers redistribution of taxes and budgets in favor of companies close to 

the rulers. 

In reality, prices are rising dramatically. 

States are implementing the liquidation of social programs for people. 
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Medicines necessary for treatment are disappearing from pharmacies. 

Talking about the ecosystem is present and recovering in the countries. This hysteria, whose goal is again to 

distribute billions of euros and dollars between close companies, is constantly intensifying. 

In Europe, Erdogan's words about a demographic Islamization are being implemented. This also happens in 

countries such as France, Belgium, the Netherlands, England and other countries. 

The erasure, replacement, replacement, erasure of history that Fukuyama spoke of the end of history is 

actually being realized. 

Fear becomes a fundamental method of controlling people's behavior. 

People are deprived of normal communication and exchange of thoughts, ideas, feelings, relationships. 

People are losing their moral and social senses to observe and understand the environment. 

People become controllable mice in the hands of the oligarchy. 

The oligarchy begins a satanic and sadistic trade with the most valuable of people- their lives. This turns 

people into biomass without norms, ideals, goals, an objective view of life, without thinking, without moral 

and other values. People have effectively lost their personal identity. 

The opposition is deprived of the opportunity to react, to act, to be an active opponent. In reality, the 

opposition is depersonalized and destroyed and drained of blood. 

Civil society is crowded. Civil society has been liquidated and does not exist. 

Money printing is underway and at great speed. 

"Robbery of budgets" through so-called "stabilization programs", programs to support businesses, workers. 

Hospitals are empty, sick people are being treated under incorrect diagnoses, and those who have died for 

various reasons are listed in the statistics under the "Covid-19" column. 

Citizens are methodically told that they must be vaccinated, otherwise they will not be able to travel, they will 

not be able to work, they will not be able to study. 

In reality, people are killed in hospitals who suffer purely and simply from the flu. FLU disappears as a 

disease in the countries for the corresponding season- October-December. No one talks about the flu anymore, 

and therefore a flu epidemic. 

The circumstances for informational, social, medical neo-fascism are actually present. 

Many scientists, doctors, specialists try to explain the real disease and spread their experience with the 

treatment of the sick, but all this is not allowed either in the media or on social networks, it is silenced, 

removed, deleted. 
 

It is constantly proclaimed in the media that people will die like chickens. However, everything revolves 

around money and the profits of companies. Profits are calculated for pharmaceutical companies in the 

billions, prices are constantly increasing, drugs are deliberately disappearing from pharmacies, and starting to 

be offered on the black market. Even the oligarchy is obsessed with companies that produce either masks or 

disinfectants or others. Interest rates are not falling. Loans flow without freezing the payments of interest, 

principal, loans, credits. At the expense of social benefits, if there are any in the respective country, prices of 

all goods and services increase every day. Everyone has difficulty paying basic family expenses. Everyone has 

difficulty paying. 
 

The pandemic is seen as a major element of the "Final Solution", the goals of the oligarchy and plicaration for 

planetary depopulation and digital slavery. In reality, the virus is a bio-psycho-social weapon of mass 

destruction. The oligarchy actually uses all kinds of propaganda tools to implement its plan- causing stress, 

instilling fear, falsification, manipulation, provocation, silencing the alternative and different opinion and 

decision, not giving airtime to people and specialists with an alternative and different opinion and opinion, not 

giving airtime to people who have achieved success in treating the virus to share the method and type of 

treatment, hiding information about which drugs are useful for fighting the virus, deliberately denying 

alternative methods and ways of treatment, not allowing airtime in the media of specialists with experience. 

Silencing, belittling, eliminating alternative opinion and decision. 
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Disinformation and the spitting and denial of alternative medicine is an old method of the kleptocracy and 

oligarchy. In reality, this is a crime against humanism, humanity, morality, democratic values, democracy, 

legality. The goal is money. Profits with mostly for pharmaceutical companies, for social network companies, 

And companies, social networks, and online trade mostly for food, medicine. 
 

There is Holocaust and Genocite, Dictatorship, Bio-eco-psycho-social demographic cleansing and destruction 

of surplus people. The goal is to clear the planet of unnecessary 4-6 billion people. The goal is sole possession 

of the planet's resources- water, air, land, natural, economic and financial resources. 
 

Climate hysteria, which we have published and proven to be a fraud with the ultimate goal of stealing billions 

of funds for the oligarchy in another article of ours, is part of the plan. This is a breakthrough in genetic 

engineering for the purpose of using it against humanity. 
 

There is a digital Biodictatorship. Social and moral repression in a real digital concentration camp. A 

Holocaust is actually taking place for the "disinfection", sanitization", "cleansing" of our civilization. This 

Holocaust is realized and propagated under the motto of climate disruption. The current process is a kind of 

gentle dictatorship compared to the state totalitarianism of the last century through daily brainwashing of 

citizens. 
 

As the Covid-19 Pandemic actually replaces and replaces the waging of A New World War, this is a new 

hybrid military strategy. This strategy is from the last 30 years in which the oligarchy of the USA and the 

West, after the end of the Cold War, threw huge efforts and resources into zombifying, regulating, 

reformatting, re-educating, re-educating the population in order to obtain an amorphous mass that can be 

easily managed. and without problems. 
 

The American doctrine of "American Consensus" really set the goals for realizing the geopolitical and world 

goals of the oligarchy. The capital of the West- USA and Europe has cleared and eliminated its opponents, by 

destroying education, health care, pension systems, social systems, civil society, intelligentsia. The oligarchy 

of the West- the USA and Europe poured instead of money like they poured into the Marshall Plan after the 

Second World War, after the collapse of the Eastern Bloc, instead of economic recovery they poured huge 

money into "non-governmental" organizations for culture, science, sociology, "decommization", sterilization, 

brutal Americanization everywhere. The oligarchy erased the achievements of state socialism, education, 

health care, social system. 
 

Huge funds from Soros and from state funds are directed to non-governmental organizations, foundations, 

associations, academic formations, governmental projects of the State Department, projects of the Pentagon, 

the CIA, formed by his order. Real recruitment of agents and collaborators to influence the rulers and leaders 

of the respective society in the respective country, special media and marketing projects, active events, 

disinformation and others. 
 

In three decades, an irradiation is carried out, the zombification of the citizens through media related to the 

oligarchy, denying the achievements of communism, erasing history, rewriting history, erasing part of history, 

erasing the important events characterizing the respective country, replacing the history most- already in the 

Second World War, replacing the entire history and the important events that characterize the unified state, 

amnesty and fascism. 
 

All information is submitted to the censorship of American political and economic and geopolitical interests. 

In the same way, substitutes such as homophobia, homosexuality, genderism are proclaimed and propagated. 

This is how the normal values of man have been replaced with the population with tablets, mobile phones, 

smartphones, and total control through its digitization and its control and subordination. In reality, the 

oligarchy has turned the majority of humanity into an amorphous mass of only thoughtless, unprincipled, 

immoral users, dependent on social networks- Facebook, Instagram, Twitter. This represented for the citizens 

the sacred consumption- the digital world, from which they became more and more dependent, limited, 
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enslaved. Citizens have become mass digital users who are resigned to everything happening around them and 

who are not interested in the problems outside them, in society, in the state. Citizens have become absolute 

egoists, closed in their digital world, without any feeling and attention and respect for their fellow citizens. 

Young people were actually reformatted, and nullified, because without the possession of values, morals, 

experience, they are directed to the easiest version of their being. 

     

4. The plan of Covid 1– for A New World Order 

4.1. A threat is invented- it creates fear, which creates uncertainty- chaos 

November 2019- March 2020 
 

Start China-beginning of recession in China, from there to the whole world. 

Tens of thousands of elderly people are killed. 

The number of infected is exaggerated, the number of deaths is exaggerated. 

A solution is being sought. 

The solution according to "experts", "specialists", "professors", "scientists" "virologists" - precisely defined by 

the ruling class is vaccination. This is the only solution. There is talk of covering and creating herd immunity, 

which imposes and requires a minimum of 80-85% vaccination of the population. 

All this is perpetrated by all and any media- newspapers, television, radio, Internet, Facebook. 

Threat- Fear- Uncertainty- Chaos- Panic 

 

4.2. The imposition of measures- deprivation of liberties, imposition of rigid beliefs- lockdowns and others is 

being propagated. The purpose is to show that the rulers care and are concerned about the society and the 

people. 

Promoting maximum care and concern for society and caring for people 

March 2020- December 2020 
 

Imposition of measures, mostly senseless and unnecessary, unconstitutional measures. This must be done by 

force. 

- Closure of businesses– trade, economy, production 

- Closure of life- lockdowns 

- Introduction of measures that violate the freedoms and rights of people, limit their rights and freedoms, 

violate them grossly, violate the constitutions 

- Introduction of restrictive measures, unnecessary, unconstitutional- to restrict movement, work, business, 

economy 

- Restrictions on businesses– trade, restaurants, hotels, tourism 

- Suspension of trading 

- Stopping the economy 

- Suspension of proceedings 

- Control of actions, opinions, of the majority 

- Separation of layers, creation of conflicts on a horizontal level between people- users of services, providers 

of services - customers - restaurateurs, waiters, bartenders 

- Creation of conflicts at horizontal level 

- Creating conflicts between different layers of people- users, traders, sellers, customers, administration- 

vertical level 

- Sanctioning the people who violated the measures- with fines and others 

- Creation of a propaganda system 

- Creating a manipulation system 
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- Stimulation of scientists, researchers, executives, leaders and others who are in favor of a system, to spread 

their concern for society and imposing measures as an absolute necessity, a mandatory necessity 

- Punishing the disobedience of others 

- Sanctioning the disobedient 

- Imposing the PCR test as the only means of detecting the Covid-19 virus 

- Creating confusion 

- Presenting to us that part of the truth that satisfies the mafia. 

- Data manipulation 

- Incorrect treatment of the data for preserved, sick, hospitalized, deceased 

- Presentation of wrong statistics 

- Presentation of data that is not complete and comprehensive 

- Prohibition of effective types of treatments 

- Imposing treatments and procedures that lead to more deaths. 

- Creating conditions that only the vaccine is necessary, mandatory for survival 

- Vaccines as the only salvation for people and humanity 
 

It causes more and more panic and chaos. 

To forget all the procedures that treat. 

To prohibit all procedures that treat. 

Anticipation of the vaccine and readiness for it to be administered regardless of the fact that it has not gone all 

the way through study and research. 

Inducing panic. 

Imposing another normality on life, business. 

 

Phase 3- Vaccination 

December 2020- June 2021 
 

Imposing the only mandatory solution- vaccination- the real lethal solution. 

Imposing vaccines that have not gone through the entire testing process. 

A free vaccine is promised. Free vaccines are offered by various companies. 

Life, protection is promised. 

A return to normality is promised. 

It begins with the immunization of different words people, different groups of people- doctors, nurses, 

medical personnel, teachers, workers in the administration. 

Enforcing the requirement that businesses enforce and require vaccination of their employees and workers. 

Immunization of different strata of society. 

An economic recovery is simulated. 

It simulates the recovery of the trade. 

Simulating restoration of services- restaurants, and others. 

Simulates no recovery of consumption. 

Lies and untruths put the population and real reason to sleep. 

Hiding the side effects of vaccines. 

Hiding the benefits and harms of vaccines. 

Hiding the real ingredients of vaccines. 

Hiding the real ingredients and their effects on vaccines. 

Transferring all the side effects, disadvantages, harms of vaccines to the co-morbidities of people. 

It is argued that vaccines do not treat people's co-morbidities and that their deaths are mostly due to these co-

morbidities. 
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The opinion of a natural mutation of the virus, natural mutations of any kind and from different regions, 

prevails. The measures that limit the movement of people are confirmed. 

These actions to impose harsh measures on the population, business and others are justified. 

Imposing treatments in hospitals that are not disclosed to patients and their relatives. Imposing treatments- 

procedures that lead to the death of patients. 

Imposing procedures that lead to the death of patients. 

Imposing incentives on doctors, nurses, to vaccinate people, to administer PCR tests, and other tests. 

Stimulating doctors and medical teams when people die. 

Imposing a procedure to mark the deceased as having died based on the Covid 19 virus. And only that. 

Setting up society. 

Distinguishing and creating conflicts between vaccinated and unvaccinated, creating chaos and contradictions, 

to riots and- conflicts between people on a horizontal level. 

The vaccine is for health and life but people. 

The causes of the disease are not sought. 

There are no studies that still show that there is chemical poisoning, chemical poisoning. 

No x-rays are required, no C-reactive protein tests are done to show the extent of infection and disease. 

      

Phase 4– June 2021 – October 2021 

Enforcement of codes, enforcement of certificates and distribution of certificates to people who have been 

vaccinated. And only to those people who have been vaccinated. 

Only those who receive certificates health certificates and others can go out, can enter shops, restaurants, bars, 

halls, institutions and others. 

Enforcing the certificates as a pass to people's lives outside my home and in all the different institutions shops, 

businesses and more. 

Enforcing that only people vaccinated with certificates - employees and workers in companies can work. 

Deprived of the right to work and study of those who are not vaccinated and those who do not have 

certificates. 

Disregarding the fact that the sick cannot be considered to receive a certificate. 

Creating conflicts between people with a certificate and people without a certificate. 

Enforcing the requirements that even those who have had an illness be vaccinated. 

Privileges only to those with certificates. 

Denial of services to the unvaccinated. 

Creating conflicts between vaccinated and unvaccinated on a horizontal level. 

Imposition of compulsory PCR test with payment and imposition of compulsory vaccination. 

Requiring the unvaccinated to pay for their treatment if admitted to hospital. 

Lack of goods in the shops, lack of basic food for the population, lack of medicine. 

Lack of transport links. 

Lack of drivers. 

People control. 

 

Phase 5- Establishing Lockdowns- chaos and imposing lockdowns on the entire population 

November 2021– March 2022 

 

Phase 6- March 2022 - September 2022 
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5. The World Health Organization and its involvement in the entire process of the Covid-19 

pandemic and the "closure" 

The World Health Organization has been involved in this process from the very beginning. The World Health 

Organization was formed in 1948. and is a special agency of the United Nations. The WHO emblem shows 

the snake Moses wrapped around a wheel, symbol of the "all-seeing eye", on the image is a flat earth 

surrounded by two ears of wheat, symbol of harvest Harvest and 9 people. 

In each ear of wheat there are 13 elements, a symbol of the 13 "Tribes of Israel". These are 13 Illuminati 

families. 

At the 63rd meeting of the World Health Assembly, prepared by the secretariat and the World Health 

Organization, voluntary donations for 2008-2009 are selectively reported. 

According to this report, the US government received 424.5 million US dollars and the Bill and Melinda 

Gates Foundation- 338.7 million US dollars. 

Donors in the "Global Alliance for Vaccination and Immunization" GAVI with 85 million US dollars is the 

Gates Foundation, The Gates Foundation has donated more than 1.14 billion US dollars from 1999 to 2009. 

While the US government donated only 569 million US dollars for the years 2001-2009. 

For 30 years, human rights organizations and various other such activists have accused UNICEF and the 

World Health Organization of a planned campaign to sterilize the population in various countries using 

vaccines for various diseases. 

For example, in 1993 a scientist at the Innsbruck "Institute for Biometric Research" of the Austrian Academy 

of Sciences and scientists and the World Health Organization are developing birth control vaccines. 

2004 Nigeria boycotts vaccine manufactured precisely for sterilization 

The vaccine contains estradiol, a form of the hormone estrogen. 

This hormone leads to infertility. 

1992 The World Health Organization excludes "homosexuality" from the list of diseases, giving real reasons 

and grounds for the proliferation of genderism. 

2009 The World Health Organization was preparing to release 4.9-5 billion flu vaccines. 

The Catholic organization "Mexican Committee- for Life" organized protests. 

The Rockefeller Foundation, working together with the World Bank, is working together with the United 

Nations Development Program, and Ford and others are working on the development of contraceptive 

vaccines. 

The World Health Organization is given rights not only to make recommendations, but also, as usual, to 

demand and issue orders to countries. 

On 30.01.2020, the World Health Organization declared a state of emergency without reason for this with 

only 34 infected and 1 deceased. 
 

The data is as follows: 

On 31.12.2019 the first 27 infected people appeared in China- in Wuhan 

On 11.01.2020 – 1 died in China 

On 20.01.2020 – 1 infected in South Korea 

On 22/01/2020 – 1 infected in Thailand 

On 24/01/2020 – 2 infected in France 

On 25/01/2020 – 1 infected Austria 

On 26/01/2020 – 1 infected Canada 

On 28.01.2020 - 1 infected Germany 

On March 11, 2020, the World Health Organization declared a pandemic. 

On September 12, 2019, the Global Vaccination Summit was held in Brussels. 

The main organizers were the World Health Organization and the European Commission. 
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Taking DNA, RNA Technology, Nanotechnologies 

Everyone will be connected to the 5G network with supercomputers that will control and manage it. In this 

way, there will be continuous control over his personality and life. The chip will transmit all personal data. 

Through nanoparticles or nanopots, it will be possible to control every part of the human body and change 

DNA through the 5G network. The chip will accept frequencies broadcast from the network 24 – 90 

Gigahertz. Using the chip and the network, cryptocurrency will be mined. If a person with a chip disobeys, 

commands can be given to the heart or brain through nanoparticles, causing a heart attack or stroke. Everyone 

will be marked with the number of the Devil - 666, as written in Revelation of John chapter 13. 
 

Vaccines will be enforced through terror. Vaccines will contain nanoparticles. With tweaks, the nanoparticles 

will be able to attach to molecules from other coronaviruses. The nanoparticles are 25 nanometers and are so 

small that once injected, they pass through the intercellular lattice of the skin and make their way to the lymph 

nodes. Within minutes, they reach a concentration thousands of times greater than that in the skin. The 

nanoparticles in these vaccines can be directed to move quickly in the desired direction and force the human's 

biological cells to move and grow in certain ways. directions. Already in 2009 scientists from the University 

of London have developed "micro shuttles" that can be injected during vaccination and deliver drugs to living 

cells. A microscopic chip will be embedded in these nanoparticles to automatically control the dose of 

medication. The separation of substances can also be separated by an external command- from a doctor or 

another, i.e. individual micro-therapy is created. The biggest advantage of using such micro capsules is that 

they are developed to be very stable in the human body, which protects their contents. These capsules can be 

used as repositories of medicines in the body for later use. Whoever manages technology will actually manage 

human health. I.e. different drugs can be released for specific cells. I.e. nanoparticles in vaccines can multiply 

their effects, either enhance or devastate a person's immunity. Chipping and vaccination are linked in one 

process. The justification was that the chipping was necessary for the vaccination. vaccination becomes a 

means of chipping. 
 

Digital human identification has been considered since September 11, 2001. digital identification of a person 

by embedding an electronic microchip in the person's body. In this way man can be ruled. If signals are sent 

about the microchip, the chip can cause pain, clouding of the mind, cause blindness, deafness and others. I.e. 

this may allow making man a biorobot or cyborg. Nanoparticles that are introduced with a vaccine into a 

person's circulatory system will travel and move throughout the person's body. Every Covid 19 vaccine will 

be equipped with Pentagon nanotechnology. 
 

DNA nanotechnology developed by the US Department of Defense and the DARPA scientific institution. 

On March 12, 2020, INOVIO Pharmacenticals announces that it has received a new $5 million grant from the 

Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation to accelerate testing and manufacture of its proprietary CELLECTRA 3PSP 

smart device for intradermal/subcutaneous delivery of INO-4800– DDDNNNK vaccine for COVID-19. I.e. 

this proves that the vaccine was ready even before the pandemic. I.e. even before the "state of emergency" 

was declared in the western countries in connection with the pandemic, additional funding was announced for 

the special device that is needed to deliver this vaccine into the human body. The question is why a special 

device is needed. 
 

Already on 12.03.2020, the working name of the vaccine that has already been produced is known- INO-4800, 

which vaccine is planned to move to phase 1 clinical trials in the USA as early as April 2020 with additional 

funding of 9 million US dollars. 

I.e. Bill Gates funds a device that injects the vaccine. He also pays for the vaccine itself. CEPI = - through 

another organization of his 

Separately, the European Commission has already agreed with Bill Gates and has collected the sum of 8 

billion euros. is Bill Gates and the Pentagon will make huge profits even with the funding. Initial development 

of the CELLECTRA 3PSP began back in 2019 with an $8.1 million grant from the Medical CBRN Defense 
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Consortium U.S. Medical Branch. Defense Threat Reduction Agency (DTRA). The coronavirus was created 

back in 2015 in the USA – national laboratory Dalvstone in Texas University. 

 

6. 2001 UN Document on A New World Order 

The complete plan for the Great Reset of the Global Masonic Elite and the Deep Mafia. In reality, plans are 

repeatedly made to impose a New World Order. However, here we will not mention dates and persons 

involved in the imposition of a New World Order. 
 

Here we quote a statement by Henry Kissinger: 

Once the herd accepts a mandatory vaccination it's game over! They will accept anything! Control the 

thinking of the sheep and you will control the flock. 

Vaccine manufacturers are making billions, and many of you in this room today are investors. That's a big 

win! We thin the herd and the herd pays for the services provided to destroy them Now, what's for lunch!! " 

They must all be vaccinated and chipped first! Then they can go outside! – Bill Gates 
 

The beginning of the "Cold War" 1947- Alan Foster Dulles- the first head of the CIA- stated: 

"We will throw all the gold of the USA, all the power of the USA to deceive and fool the people of the 

socialist world. Unnoticed, we will replace human values with false ones. HOW? We will find like-minded 

people in these countries and Russia. We will deploy destructive work on a grandiose scale, we will tear out 

the social essence of literature, we will encourage authors who instill in man a cult of sex, violence, sadism, 

betrayal- that is, immorality. We need writings ridiculing naturalness and integrity as archaic old-fashioned 

simpletons, impudence, lies and deceit, drunkenness and drug addiction, animal fear among people, 

shamelessness, slander and many more vices inherent in man must be stirred up. Thus we will shake 

generation after generation, we will cause erosion and corruption of the youth. We will create a person with 

the consumptive psyche of an elementary consumer. We will do all this under the motto protection of Human 

Rights and Civil Rights". 

The New World System According to Rockefeller March 20, 1969. 

The realities are different - replacing the system of wars with the creation of terrorism, another kind of enemy 

-Islamism- 
 

Planned Parenthood 

"Depopulation, permission to have children, new guidelines for the meaning of sex, sex without procreation, 

universal access to contraceptives, youth sex education as a tool for world government, supporting abortion 

with government funds to reduce the population, supporting homosexuality, sexless reproductive 

technologies, breaking up the family, euthanasia and the "death pill", limiting access to paid health care to get 

rid of the aging population, strict control of access to medical services, elimination of private doctors, 

difficulties in diagnosis of new incurable diseases, making cancer treatment more difficult to reduce the 

population, causing heart attacks to eliminate people, early schooling to speed up puberty and evolution, 

merging all religions, eliminating old religions, changing the bible, by revision keywords, school o education 

as a tool for indoctrination, extending school time without children learning anything, controlling access to 

information, schools as community centers, confiscating certain books from libraries, legal changes that 

unleash social and moral chaos, supporting the consumption of drug to create an urban jungle atmosphere, 

promoting alcohol consumption, restricting free travel, needing more prisons, using hospitals as places of 

isolation, creating psycho-hospital and physical insecurity, using crime to manage society, curbing American 

industrial dominance, displacement of peoples and economies, uprooting of social roots, sports for social 

reconstruction, sex and violence in entertainment, implanting ID cards / microchips / food control, weather 

control, getting to know more people's lives with the aim of instilling what is required, falsifying scientific 

findings, using terrorism as a basis for imposing control." 
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Television that monitors the individual, ownership of property passes into oblivion, the advent of a new notary 

system. 
 

Here we will also quote a speech from the speech of Muammar Gaddafi, the leader of the Jamahiriya Libya, at 

the 64th session of the United Nations in 2009 who said the following: 

"They will create viruses themselves and sell you vaccines afterwards, they will pretend they need time to find 

a solution even though they already have it" 

Rudolph Steiner– “At one time the Spirit was removed by decree of the church council, and the soul will be 

removed by pharmacotherapy. A vaccine would easily be extracted, with which the organism would be 

processed from the earliest childhood, even from birth, to make it completely impossible. 
 

Here we quote the plan that is located and prepared in the UN and which plan concerns the period from 2021 

to 2030. and is dated 21.09. 2001 This plan is quoted by Rabbi Amon Yitzchak. 
 

The plan is from September 21, 2001. 

1. World Government- SP 

2. Cashless world currency 

3. World Central Bank 

4. Global military power 

5. End of national sovereignty 

6. End of private property 

7. End of the family unit- family 

8. Decimation of the population- penalty for every 10th to discipline 

9. Control of population growth and density 

10. Compulsory vaccination- for the purpose of biological control and genocide 

11. Universal basic income, wages are repealed 

12. Implantation of a microchip for payment and monitoring 

13. Social Rating System 

14. Device for monitoring and biological control gate 5G 

15. Education of the SP's children The schools and universities are the property of the SP 

16. Cessation of private transport– no ownership of private cars 

17. All companies become property en SP 

18. Restriction of Air Traffic 

19. Concentration camps - creation of agglomeration centers 

20. Removal of irrigation systems 

21. Abolition of private farms 

22. Closure of private agricultural pastures 

23. Removal of single-family houses 

24. Limited use of agricultural lands 

25. Prohibition of natural medicines 

26. Prohibition of natural treatments 

27. Ban on fossil fuels 

To be held from 2021 to 2030. 

For the beginning of this plan - Special Operation Corona virus has been specified. 
 

In reality, this program plan fully coincides with what is happening in 2020 with the declared pandemic of 

Covid 19. The actions of the managers are proven by the fact that they are implementing this plan on each of 

the points. 
 

Covid-19 program of the World Bank "Program for strategic preparation and response to Covid-19". 
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Phase one 

o – it presents a “pandemic” response strategy 

o – it is neither a political nor a medical strategy 

o - make a clear plan for mass testing, 

o – makes a vaccination plan 

o – mandatory measures plan 

o - plan for preparation of isolation rooms 

o – proposal for the need to deploy military support / NATO. 
 

This program is about the pandemic. Phase one will last until 2025. 

Phase two is conducted depending on the outcome of phase 1, it creates a "narrow window of opportunity" 

that will oblige all countries to adhere to the measures of the plan. 

I.e. second, third, and fourth waves are foreseen and expected from this plan until 2025. 

By 2025, to build full digitization of all spheres and industries, building a total society, and the inclusion of 

supercomputers. Such supercomputers are introduced on the territory of Europe and in Finland, Italy, 

Luxembourg, Portugal, Latvia, Spain, Czech Republic, Bulgaria. In this way, the entire territory of the whole 

of Europe is covered. 

This actually leads to digital feudalism, but in this article, in our opinion, it leads to digital Mafiotism. People 

should be imprisoned in global digital concentration camps. They will be deprived of all rights and freedoms. 
 

Goals And Achievement: 

- the digital economy, 

- digital money, 

- digital medicine, 

- digital education system, 

- digital justice system. 

- digital social system 

- digital credit system for 24 knotrol 

- digital biometric surveillance, controlling, sanctioning this 

Plan must be completed by 31.03.2025. these are actually 25 projects that must be realized and implemented 

in the first phase of the program. 

 

7. Centrifuge Sleep Tunnel Cycle– part of Prof. Theory of Social Human Genocide using the 

example of Covid 19– Human Genocide 

In 2006, Prof. Momchil Dobrev and Mariola Garibova create a Theory of Social Human Genocide, in which 

all means are used for genocide and pressure on the population and creating a new normality and imposing a 

new normality- New World Order. 
 

In this article, we will not consider this theory that through- food, drugs, health care, education, chemical 

spraying, GMOs, creation of new drugs to cause new diseases, increasing influence of deadly diseases, lack of 

health care, deprivation of health care from methods and ways of treatment that lead to a positive result with 

less means, prices, imposing a system of education that achieves the dumbing down, zombification of the 

young population, replacing history, high price pressure, high price pressure , costs, of services, products. 
 

The Theory and Practice of Social Personal Genocide uses the same cycle as the following: 

Tunnel Cycle Spiral Centrifuge- The Formula of Human Social Personal and Community Genocide 

Threat, fear, uncertainty, chaos, panic, manipulation, propaganda, proposal for a solution, proposal to impose 

a new norm, imposing new laws to satisfy this new norm- this genocide. 
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Creating a threat, fear. 

Maintaining the fear- in amplitude of the threat. 

Increasing the fear, the threat. 

Expansion of fear, of threat. 

Multiplication of fear, of threat. 

Modification of fear, threat. 

Creating fear, threat at different levels of needs. 

Creating fear-threat at different levels of perception. 

Stress– maintaining stress, increasing fear, multiplying fear/stress. 

Causing a change in a person's normal state 

Challenging another normality– a new one. 

Causing mental illness and mental disorders. 
   

Tunnel–Spiral–Centrifuge Cycle of Human Genocide in Covid 19 

Virus- threat- anxiety/worry- stress- fear- tension- uncertainty- chaos- panic- mental disorders- solution 

proposal- vaccine- lockdown, new type of virus- lockdown, vaccine- forced vaccination- release measures- 

reduce measures, new species- virus modification- new wave- entering a new wave- imposing a new 

lockdown/ new organizations, causing forced vaccination- releasing measures/ reducing measures- causing 

vaccination / other age groups- new virus-modified– New Wave- a booster dose and so the cycle turns in a 

spiral, with manipulation at every level. 
 

The cycle quickens and accelerates. It acts like a centrifuge. The cycle is a spiral. The centrifuge leads to more 

and more vaccination, during a precisely defined period, a new vaccination through a booster dose, another 

booster dose. 

With each cycle, the tension and pressure on the population intensifies, multiplies, the coercion on the 

population increases. 

With each cycle, the pressure, the coercion on those who think otherwise, on those who do not want to be 

vaccinated, increases. 

Each cycle also increases the manipulation and anger, the pitting of the vaccinated against the unvaccinated 

and the unwilling to vaccinate, directed by the manipulation of the state, which aims for real war between the 

different groups of the same stratum, shifting the focus of the problem and is directed at the anger between the 

other population groups- the vaccinated and the unvaccinated and the unwilling to be vaccinated. 

With each cycle, more and more groups of people are included- after the first wave, a second wave follows, a 

third wave follows- compulsory vaccination of children, young people, compulsory vaccination of adults, 

compulsory vaccination of workers in restaurants, malls, businesses is used. 

With each cycle, more and more people from different strata are involved- workers serving in state and 

municipal organizations and institutions. 

With each cycle, the pressure on companies, industry, and industrial enterprises to not allow unvaccinated 

workers and employees to their workplaces increases. 

With each cycle, the pressure and the stratification and the confrontation between vaccinated and 

unvaccinated and unwilling to vaccinate also increase. 

With each cycle, the stratification and confrontation between different strata of society, different groups of 

workers, different groups of employees, different types of industries, different types of enterprises, is 

intensified and the pressure is on. 

With each cycle, the financial pressure on the population also increases, the prices of medicines increase 

continuously- they reach tens of times increase, increase in prices of services, food, living expenses- 

electricity, water, gas. 
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Fear- the secret weapon for manipulation, management, control of the population. Creating fear is a method of 

controlling people. 
  

Stages of the fear creation process based on the Theory and Practice of Fear Creation and Management by 

Prof. Momchil Dobrev and Prof. Mariola Garibova-Dobreva 

Creating a threat that creates fear. 

Maintaining the fear - in amplitude, of the threat. 

Increasing the fear, the threat. 

Expansion of fear, of threat. 

Multiplication of fear, of threat. 

Modification of fear, threat. 

Creating fear, threat at different levels of needs. 

Creating fear, threat at different levels of perception. 

Stress– maintaining stress, increasing fear, multiplying fear / stress. 

Causing a change in a person's normal state. 

Challenging another normality. 

Causing mental illness and mental disorders. 
   

Threat creates fear. Threat Enhancement, Threat Sustainment, Threat Expansion, Threat Multiplication. It is a 

threat to life, it is a threat to health, whether it will provide itself with food after the economy is blocked and it 

does not work. 

The threat is to his family, to relationships, contacts, respect in his family, among children, relatives, parents, 

loved ones, the threat is also to close love relationships with relatives, wife, husband. 

The threat is to life after the lockouts, whether he will have the means to live, whether he will be able to pay 

his bills, expenses, expenses for family, children, life and others. 

The threat is about life in the environment, the surroundings, the city, the village, the area. 

The threat is whether he will be able to provide food for his family, relatives, loved ones, elderly parents. 

The threat is whether it will be able to provide medicines, whether it will have the required medicines in 

pharmacies. 

He threatened whether he would have access to hospitals, polyclinics. 

The threat is home. 

It is a threat to a person's safety from not being infected by contact with a neighbor, relative, friend, relative, 

fellow employee, employee at a pharmacy, polyclinic, hospital. 

The threat is whether he will be able to work, whether he will not be fired, whether he will keep his job, how 

he will work in a lockout. 

The threat is to the career, to the post reached, position in the work, in the service, to the trust. 

The threat is whether he will retain the value of his name, at his professional level. 

The threat of whether he will maintain his level of social connections, his level of work. 

The threat is whether he will keep the respect of his colleagues, his friends, his relatives, his relatives, his 

neighbors. 

The threat is whether he will maintain the prestige and respect for himself from colleagues in the service, the 

job, after the middle of the level in which he is. 

The threat is whether he will maintain his development in his work, the evaluation he has reached in his work, 

the recognition in his work- his service, the respect of all levels of contact in his work in the service. 

Create an apparent threat. Threat creates stress on all levels of consciousness. 
 

The threat creates fear in all levels of the population- students, students, workers, bosses, employees in public 

administration, employees in private companies. 

Fear is created at all levels of society. 
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Fear in children- small children, children in kindergartens, children- students in small classes, students in large 

classes, students. 

Fear in parents of all kinds of children. 

Fear in employees. 

Fear between different representatives of different strata of society. 

- between students, between fellow students 

- between passengers in city and intercity transport, in road transport, bus, city, transport, metro, trains, planes 

Between citizens served in different institutions: 

- hospitals 

- polyclinics 

- theaters 

- cinemas 

- halls, gyms, sports halls 

- salons 

- shops 

- small shops 

- supermarkets 

- stores from large m\chains with over 300 sq.m. area - malls 

- retail stores 

- wholesale shops 

Fear is created at all levels. 
 

At the level of physiological needs, about whether I will survive, whether I will not get sick, whether I will not 

be infected by relatives, friends, employees, of administrations, of colleagues at work, of employees at work, 

of a boss, of employees in administration, in hospitals, polyclinics, emergency services, halls, universities. 

Fear sickens the psyche in depth. 

Fear cannot be converted into courage, but into helplessness in the case of Covid 19. The fear created in the 

pandemic is caused by stress, frustration, anxiety, crisis, chaos, panic, etc. here we are talking about a specific 

fear, a phobia- a pathological form of fear of the pandemic. 
 

Fear is related to affect. 

• The affect occurs quickly and disrupts the normal course of consciousness, interrupting its unity and 

harmony. 

• In this case, the affect is long-lasting, intensifying and attacks and resets mental endurance. 

• Affect in the specific case narrows the field of consciousness, seeks to conquer it completely and displace 

everything else from it. The problem here is that the affect leads to a real escape from reality, but there is 

nowhere to go, no escape. 

• The affect in the specific case obliterates the sensitivity of the person. His senses are not functioning, they 

are wrong. 

• The affect of fear completely paralyzes thinking. 

• Affect suppresses the will. Man becomes impulsive in his actions; Man is manipulated by propaganda and 

the media. 

• Affect causes illogical thinking. 
 

Fear develops at all levels of consciousness, subconsciousness. Fear also develops in all levels of needs. 

So fear is a very unpleasant feeling and a very primal emotion that arises in the animal or man naturally, 

spontaneously, at the slightest perception of danger or harm. A physical process that triggers fear is located in 

the human brain and it causes an immediate physical manifestation such as- increase in blood pressure, 
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increase in blood glucose, palpitations, vertigo, dizziness, shortness of breath, feeling helpless, fear of death, 

fear of going crazy, a real loss of control over reactions. 

 

8. Manipulation performed throughout the process 

All the time propaganda, all the time building public opinion 

Fears are about all types of needs and the hierarchy of needs. 

Fears are on all elements of life, survival, security. 

The intervals are short, the amplitude is huge, constant, increasing. 

Manipulation on all levels- mostly through television, scientists, mathematicians who give their advice and 

conclusions on medical problems. 

The pressure- restrictions follow specific industries- Restaurants, hotels, schools, halls, universities, courts. 

Manipulation at all levels. 

The purpose of manipulation is control, management of people and their consciousness. Here manipulation is 

direct, unconcealed, overt, strong, real hidden manipulation of people. Manipulators find the weak point in 

people- fear of death, fear of contagion, heightened fear of not getting infected, so they don't die. There is no 

trust here and it is not aimed at, as it is a real threat to people's health and life. The aim here is to develop a 

sense of duty both to oneself and to other people. This is done on an unconscious path. The continuous 

repetition, the repeated, whole zombification of the population. All this happens on a subconscious level. The 

goal is control, management of the will of the people. There is actually mass manipulation of consciousness. 

Manipulation makes real and causes a change in people's perceptions, behavior. The tactic is hidden, violent. 

Manipulation is aimed at managing people's behavior towards fear, threats, stress. In reality, people are not 

given the opportunity to think, draw conclusions, analyze data, facts, evidence. Continuous repetition aims to 

create trust, belief that the actions and decisions of the institutions are correct. There is actually a 

psychological impact, psychological violence on people's consciousness, actions, behavior, reactions. 
 

In reality, a lie repeated many times every day leads to forced trust. 

In reality, the goal of manipulation is the value system, beliefs, stereotypes and their actual neglect, reset in 

this process. 

In reality, people are deprived of their freedom of choice, of any choice, people are deprived of their free will. 

In reality, people are being disoriented. 

In this manipulation, not only media, print, but also all information channels - Internet and others are used. 

In reality, the coercion of the manipulation has been achieved. 

Manipulation leads to the conclusion that this is all natural and inevitable. 

In this short and massive process of manipulation, people have no time to doubt the messages, the data, the 

facts. 

In reality, manipulation hides aggressive intentions and behavior. 

In reality, manipulators know people's psychological vulnerabilities. 
 

Manipulators are not at all concerned about the damage, moral, emotional, psychological, behavioral, etc. to 

people. There is actually a cheat by default. Manipulators do not give any direct answers, scientifically based, 

manipulation and manipulation is through threats. They increase fear and uncertainty. Unconditional 

obedience is aimed for. It actually eliminates the resistance of people's consciousness to think, discuss, 

evaluate data, facts, evidence. Aims for confusion, through accusations. Manipulation uses anger, fear, threats. 

Manipulation excludes independence, the ability to oppose. Through threats, it is the generation of fear, 

threats are made to complete naivety, one hundred percent performance of actions, real crushing of 

consciousness, deprivation of the right to convictions, to reflection, to meaning, to thought. Manipulation 

makes people emotionally dependent one hundred percent on the manipulation of media, information 

networks and systems. Trust is forced through manipulation. 
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Through manipulation, one aims and achieves– blocking of consciousness, blocking of thought, blocking of 

the ability to think, for reasoning, concluding statements, blocking of the possibility of analyzing data, facts, 

results, analysis of lies, evaluation of truth, distinguishing lies from the truth. There is no truth or lie here, only 

what is asserted is the forced truth. In reality, there is and is a replacement of the facts, the evidence. Personal 

beliefs are attacked and manipulated and erased and destroyed- political, religious, moral, worldview, habits, 

style of behavior, ways of thinking, habits, mental and emotional suppression and coercion. Fierce press, 

pressure, coercion. The pace of manipulation is very high, the manipulation is continuous, through all 

channels in every possible way, at a high speed that does not allow people to think. People are being forced 

into blind trust in everything at this point, which has been over two and a half years now. Power is used. 

People are not allowed or given time to weigh things up or down. Conclusions are imposed, behavior is 

imposed, emotion is imposed, fear is imposed and the spread and sowing of continuous fear, which turns into 

depression, psychotic deviations. 
 

The press is everywhere, in the family, at work, on the street, in institutions, in city and other transport, on 

streets, shops, malls, polyclinics, hospitals and others, universities, schools. Human demoralization and 

complete strict dependence on guidelines for action and behavior from the authorities are aimed and achieved. 

Continuous life in fear, stress, threats from all sides, from all possible relationships. People's weak points are 

attacked- their fears, anger, fear for life, fear for themselves, for their loved ones, for relatives, for friends, for 

colleagues. People's negative feelings are attacked- sadness, fear, anger, hostility, hopelessness, 

disappointment, hatred, guilt. 
 

The goal is to cause only negative feelings and negative emotions such as- anger, hatred, fear, stress, sadness, 

guilt, frustration, exasperation, shame, vulnerability. Consciousness is turned off, reason, thought, total 

influence of consciousness and causing and channeling of people's behavior is turned off. Manipulation rules 

people's emotions and feelings, which are negative, create only negative feelings and emotions, and amplify 

amplitude in a huge amplitude both in a short time and continuously over a period of months and years. 
 

In reality, this manipulation destroys the person's personality, his life, meaning for life. The feeling of guilt 

intensifies. Aggression, anger, guilt, aggression, is created. 

Complete one hundred percent zombification- depriving the person of number, feeling, thinking. Handling all 

levels of needs. 

The value system of the person, his instinct for preservation is destroyed and instead he is attributed a 

behavior that is not his. At the same time, an alternative opinion is not allowed. Anger is created towards 

people with alternative opinion, alternative behavior, statements, reflections, reasoning and conclusion of 

alternative thinkers. 

One hundred percent control over feelings, emotions, thought, consciousness. Conditions are created to 

suppress all positive emotions and feelings of people. They are replaced and strengthened only and only by 

negative feelings and emotions. 

A sophisticated technique that is used by many fraudsters to obtain benefits is the manipulation of people. 

Human psychology is such that they can be manipulated. Even during business negotiations, parties try to put 

pressure on each other by promoting their point of view. And in order to protect it from outside influence, you 

need to familiarize yourself with various methods of manipulation. 

Manipulation creates and sustains only negative feelings in people such as– 

sadness, anger, fear, hostility, hopelessness, frustration, impasse, helplessness, hatred, guilt, anger, resistance, 

panic, cruelty, rudeness. People's positive feelings and emotions such as happiness, humor, joy, love, 

gratitude, hope, compassion are suppressed, eliminating them and not giving them the opportunity to arise in 

people. 
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Propaganda is carried out by the media using scientists, immunologists, doctors, mathematicians, statisticians. 

Everyone is talking in the same direction, commenting, quoting, discussing and making, which is very 

interesting, the same conclusions that increase the tension. 

 

9. Scientific-inconvenient questions to the institutions managing the pandemic, World Health 

Organization, governments, institutions 

Deprivation of answers to questions that give and give a better idea to people to navigate the problem 

1. Is it true that there has been a plan for this pandemic since 2001, scenarios 2019, simulation 2019, patented 

vaccines since 2010? 

2. Is it true that there is a UN plan for the pandemic, a plan as early as 1968? of the Illuminati, of the Club of 

Rome, of Institutions supported by Rockefeller, the Rockefeller Foundation and others? 

3. Is it true that only and only deep mafia freemason companies have sponsored the World Health 

Organization like the Bill Gates Foundation and others? 

4. Is it true that vaccines were patented long before the pandemic? 

5. Is it true that this is why research on the contents of vaccines is not allowed? 

6. Is it true that the creator of the PCR test, a Nobel laureate, himself stated that it is not a test for viruses? 

7. Is it true that the creator of the mRNA technology himself stated that it is a gene therapy to change the 

human DNA? 

8. Is it true that the European Commission is purchasing PCR tests - hundreds of millions of units already in 

2017? ? 

9. Is it true that as early as February 2019 there is a pandemic plan and strategy in the European Commission? 

10. Why does the World Health Organization change the definition of a pandemic and declare a pandemic 

with only tens of infected people? 

11. Why does the World Health Organization ban autopsies so as not to reveal the truth about the virus? 

12. Why is there still no isolated and purified SARS-С@V2, proven with all the requirements of science? 

13. Why are independent laboratory studies not allowed on the content of vaccines? 

14. Why is research on the content of vaccines prohibited? 

15. Is it because there are patents on parts of vaccines that are dangerous to human health and life? 

16. Why are the manufacturing companies not responsible for the consequences and guarantees of the 

vaccines they produce? 

17. Why are there no well-defined protocols and procedures for treatment? 

18. Why are there no studies on the effects and post-vaccine reactions of vaccines? 

19. Why do those vaccinated with two or more doses get sick? 

20. Why did the vaccinated cut the others? 

21. Why is there no answer to the question of whether mRNA vaccines are genetic engineering that changes a 

person's DNA and it is inherited? 

22. Why is it that in the majority of those who died from "Covid 19", more than 90 percent of their deaths 

were caused by thrombosis and clots in the relevant organs? 

23. Why are the blood and blood poisoning not examined with what substances occurs in the infection 

process? 

24. Why aren't the contents of the canisters that spray chemical substances on planes examined? 

25. Why is there no answer as to whether vaccines contain graphene oxide and other nanoparticles? 

26. Why is there no answer to what is the impact of high and other frequencies on the conductivity of 

graphene oxide and its behavior as a "living organism" in the human body? 

27. Why is it that in countries with over 70-80 percent vaccination, the number of infected is constantly 

increasing, and that some of the infected are also vaccinated? 
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28. Why is it that in countries without a total lockdown and minimal life-changing measures, morbidity and 

mortality are much lower than countries with a high vaccination rate of over 70 percent and total lockdowns? 

29. Why in the countries where there are no lockdowns, the mortality and infectivity is lower than the 

countries with full lockdowns like Germany, England? 

30. Why are children vaccinated when science proves that their morbidity will be minimal? 

31. Why is a network of supercomputers created in certain lines around the world? 

32. Why is information about the DNA of citizens being collected with evidence that each human DNA has a 

typical spectrum emission? 

33. Is it not intended to manage them through 5G and other networks? 

34. Why is it not proven that when high frequencies are applied to graphene oxide, it begins to behave like a 

living organism and cuts and destroys the human tissues that are around it? 

 

10. Conclusion 

The goal of the New World Order is the creation and imposition of Digital Mafioism with elements of a new 

holocaust, genocide and dictatorship by the deep mafia and the global Masonic elite. 
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